Preparing a summer camp where all children are welcome and have the opportunity to be a kid and discuss issues of HIV/AIDS and the LGBTQ community.

**Overview:** One Heartland strives to improve the lives of children, youth, and families facing significant health challenges or social isolation. They hope to one day see a world where everyone feels appreciated, celebrated, and free of stigma and discrimination. We want a community where individuals have the opportunity to learn and grow, so they may lead healthier and more productive lives.

**Day-to-day:** The average work day is from around 7am – 5pm. The service projects will vary based on time of the year, as well as the projects that are determined by the staff. Each day may be different, and the ability to be flexible with tasks is needed.

**The Nitty-Gritty Details:** Housing is in the main cabin of the campsite. Everyone sleeps in the same room in bunk beds. There are 2 bathrooms with showers in the room. Every meal is provided by the staff, and they will accommodate to allergies and vegetarian/vegan.

**Location:** Willow River, MN

**Price:** $370

**Trip Price includes:**
- Transportation
- Housing
- Tools/supplies needed for service

**Transportation:** Participants will travel by a 10 person van to the site. The van will be used throughout the week.

**Housing:** On-Site Cabin

**Meals:** All meals provided

**Social Justice Issue:**

**Physicality Level:** Medium – projects vary in physicality level from arts and crafts to mulching
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